ADDENDUM 2

This addendum contains clarification and additional information, which modifies the conditions of the above referenced BID/RFP as follows:

1. Are any of the buildings to be painted?
   **No buildings are to be painted.**

2. ADA Access & Truncated domes were mentioned on the job walk but are nowhere shown on the plans. Please provide locations and details.
   **Truncated domes to be installed by AgIT Contractor. See attachment_1_ADA_Access**

3. Installers are requesting the names of the existing greenhouses manufacturers.
   **Existing Greenhouse manufacturer is Windjammer. See attachment_2_windjammer**

4. Please provide specifications for the materials that are to be replaced on relocated greenhouses. For example wiggle wire track, plastic corrugated panels, polycarbonate?
   - **Wiggle wire track will not need replacement.**
   - **Greenhouse 1 & 2 end wall corrugated polycarbonate panels to be replaced by the Contractor. Greenhouse 1 & 2 wood framing to be replaced by the Contractor. Wood framing to be replaced around the bottom perimeter of both greenhouses and should be 2”x6”, pressure treated lumber. Wood framing to be replaced along the top of the side frame poles on greenhouse two only and will be replaced with 2”x6”, pressure treated lumber. See green highlighted area:**

5. Please confirm the spec sheets in the plans are only for the new greenhouse.
   **Spec sheets are for the NEW GREENHOUSE only.**

All other bidding contract and construction drawing documents, stipulations, dated and times remain unchanged, in full effect and by reference become a part of this addendum.
6. Please provide the location of the electrical room in the AG-IT Building. 
See attachment_3_electrical_room

7. Please provide the point of connection for the water. 
See attachment_4_water_POC

8. Please confirm Schedule 40 pipe is an equal substitute for SDR 21 pipe. 
Schedule 40 pipe is not an equal substitute for SDR 21 pipe.

10. Please clarify the location and connection points of the water pumps for the wet walls. 
Water pump to be located on the NE corner of the Project site. Sump pump to be provided by District

11. Confirm bid date is still June 28th. 
Bid date is June 28th

Additional Electrical Changes see attached.

SPECIAL NOTE:
It is the responsibility of each Bidder to acknowledge all addenda by signing below and submitting a copy of each addendum with their respective bid.

I HAVE READ AND UNDERSTAND THESE MODIFICATIONS TO THE ABOVE BID:

All other bidding contract and construction drawing documents, stipulations, dated and times remain unchanged, in full effect and by reference become a part of this addendum.